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⋆ Read Sect. 4.6
⋆⋆ Revised

1. (⋆⋆) Consider theSchr̈odinger equation

i~ut = −
~

2

2m
uxx , (1)

with periodic boundary conditions on[0, L] and initial conditionu(x, 0) = u0(x). It de-
scribes the motion of a free particle of massm > 0 moving around a circle. The “wave
function” u is complex-valued, and~ > 0 is Planck’s constant.

(a) Find the dispersion relation for this equation.

(b) Supposeu0(x) = eikx . For what values ofk is the result a traveling wave, and what is
the corresponding wave speed?

(c) (⋆⋆) Now letϕ be aC∞ function with compact support of lengtha, looking like this:

0 x L

Supposeu0(x) = eikxϕ(x) and 1/k ≪ a ≪ L. (The symbol “≪” means “much
smaller than”; you can assumek here satisfies whatever condition you find in (b).) For
smallt > 0, which way, and how fast, do you expect the wave packet to move?
Note:I rewrotethis problemsothevariousphysical assumptionsaremoreclear.

2. (⋆⋆) Let g be a Schwartz function and0 < a < 1. Find explicit expressions for

(a)
〈

δ
(

a − 4x(1 − x)
)

, g(x)
〉

(b) (Extra Credit) (⋆⋆)
〈

δ′
(

a − 4x(1 − x)
)

, g(x)
〉

whereδ′ is the derivative of theδ distribution.
Note: In expressionslike δ′(f(x)), differentiation takesprecedenceovercomposition.
Soyoushouldinterpret theaboveassaying 〈δ′(f(x)), g(x)〉 = 〈δ′(x), Lfg(x)〉 , where
Lfg is thelinearoperator youfoundin (a). is thelinearoperator definedimplicitly via
changeof variables,i.e., 〈ϕ(f(x)), g(x)〉 = 〈ϕ(x), Lfg(x)〉 for anygeneralizedfunc-
tion ϕ (including δ andδ′).
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3. (⋆⋆) Find a solutiong to the equation

g′(x) + ixg(x) = δ(x) .

Hint: Look for an integrating factor.

Note: I addeda factor of i to the aboveso that we can continue to usetempereddistribu-
tions.Otherwise,youwill needto considersmallerspacesof testfunctions,e.g.,thespace
of smoothfunctionswith compactsupport. Notethat this is thecasewhetheryouhavexg(x)
or −xg(x) in theequation above...

4. Consider the following sum
∞

∑

n=0

cos(nx)

viewed as a distribution on the space of test functionsC∞([−π, π]). Let f be a test function.
Compute〈φ, f〉 , whereφ denotes the generalized function defined by the sum above.

5. Consider the periodic functionf : R → R defined by

f(x) =

∞
∑

n=1

(−1)n

n9/2
· sin(n2x) .

(a) What is the rate of decay of the Fourier coefficients off? That is, iff(x) =
∑

n cneinx,
find C, β > 0 so that|cn| ≤ Cn−β .

(b) Isf continuous, and does its Fourier series converge uniformly?

(c) Isf continuously differentiable, and does the Fourier series of f ′ converge uniformly?

(d) Is f twice continuously differentiable?Hint: Continuous functions on[−π, π] are in
L2([−π, π]).

(For (b), (c), and (d), please justify your answer by statingthe relevant theorem(s) or provid-
ing a short proof.)
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